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Background

As metropolitan regions throughout the world experience continual expansion, the
transport infrastlUcture designed to cater for the transport needs of the community also
experience increases in pressure to perform adequately. When this system fails to
provide for the community, demands can exceed network supplies resulting in traffic
congestion and related problems that subsequently require some form of resolution.

As a result of Commonwealth and State Government constraints upon levels of capital
investment into new road infrastrucIDre, emphasis has shifted away from conventional
techniques of tackling road congestion problems. lraditional methods of resolving the
problem have generally involved altering the supply network in the affected region
This procedure is one which is not only costly, but can have follow on effects such as
shifting the problem to another location and inducing traffic to areas with an increased
capacity Attention is now directed toward attempting to optirnise existing infrastructure
through methods of improved management and planning. Ihis approach is often
referred to as I ravel Demand Management (TDM), and differs from other methods in
that it concentrates on user demands placed upon the transport system rather than the
supply provided by the network itself It is recognised by the Institute of Engineers
Australia (IE Aust), that TOM has the potential to reduce the direct cost of major
infrastrucIDre as well as indirect costs associated with the quality of life (IE Aust 1996)
Ihe IE Aust encourages engineers to consider IOM in the development and
improvement of transport systems

Incorporating TOM techniques into the everyday use of the transport system is a
process involving the development of policies and management strategies through
transport planning In accomplishing this, there exists a need to model the network and
the effects that such strategies would have upon it It has been found that traditional
transport demand modelling procedures lack in their ability to perform this type of
modelling as they find difficulty in keeping up with changing community demands

(Iaylor, 1996)

Ihis paper presents the stlUcIDre of a travel forecasting model which can perform
network modelling procedures and has the ability to include parameters relating to a
wide range of policy measures Ihe model is directed toward use by the transport
planner for sketch planning purposes and to investigate the effects of strategies upon
network before their implementation

The Classic Four Stage Modelling Process

Ihe classic four stage modelling process is presently relied upon as an accurate method
of forecasting travel demand within urban regions worldwide and is also utilised within
popular macroscopic transport models such as TransCAD, TRIPS and EMME 2 It has
long been generally accepted as a reliable forecasting procedure and is versatile in
relation to its transferability between cities and transportation systems of various size
and configuration,
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Tmvel Demand Management Techniques

Traffic Management Strategies
Traffic signal priority
Network capacity alterations

Preferential Treatment
Transit, HOV or Toll lane
Freight vehicle priorities

Public Transport Strategies
Public Transport improvements
Park & Ride facilities
Local commuulty collector buses

Freight Stmtegies
Decentralised freight distribution centreS

Land nse I Zoning Strategies
Land usage and Zouing policy
Precinct structure and land use mix

Regulatory and Administmtive
Procedures
Parking controls
Trip reduction ordinances (YRO's)
Travel distance ordinances (TDO's)
Vehicle restriction zones
Flexible work schedules
Carpool programs

Economic and Finance Based Strategies
Road or congestion pricing
Parking pricing
Mode selection incentives

Providing Traveller Information
I raveller information
rele-commutin

There exist a large number of possible techniques that could be used to implement
related policies, however when the issue ofpracticality is raised this becomes
dramatically reduced.. Travel demand management strategies aim to affect Community
travel demands through the utilisation of different methods and processes Common
all of these management strategies is the aim of reducing unfavorable impacts
and to provide an effective and efficient transport system Travel demand management
is broadly reliant upon incentives, disincentives, education campaigns and planning
measures to achieve their goals of modifying travel decisions
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Major deficiencies are present in classic fOUI stage forecast model when the timing f
trips is required as part of the modelliug process Originally, the model was ouly 0

intended to provide the user with forecasts of 24-hour flow levels on the network In
order to obtain peak hour flows, this flow count is often scaled (perhaps 10 percent f
the 24-hoUI flow) which places limits on the model's abilities. The need to introduc~
method of trip timing into the modelling procedure, particularly for TDM analysis a
purposes, has become apparent

Table 1 Tmvel Demand Management Stmtegies

TDM techniques can be categorised into those that focos upon the supply of the
transport network infrastructure and others that seek to address the demands placed
upon it by the users A range of TDM technique examples are listed in table L
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the suppmt of specifically designed software fm execution. This software developme
can have its own associated problems which require resolution and as a result, the nt
practical implementation of developed theories can be a resource intensive process
Even once a new theory is presented in a practical form there may be a high level of
expertise required fm operation of the modelling software A transport planner who ma
only seek the "sketch planning" level of detail from a model may not find it feasible to y
operate a highly detailed network model such as SAMS in order to obtain results

Adaptation of the Classic Four Stage Model

An alternative approach posing itself to transpmt planners wishing to participate in
TDM planning is to accommodate the effects of TDM strategies within a conventional
modelling method At first glance, the traditional four step modelling procedure can be
perceived as inflexible in the procedures utilised in modelling, but this is not ne(:es!;arilv
the case Although each stage must be undertaken in an ordered fashion there exist
many methods fm achieving the aims of each level of the four stage algmithmie
process. In addition to this, much resear·ch has been conducted with the intention of
investigating deficiencies in aaditional theories and addressing these with proposed
alterations or new methodologies for the task. The inclusion of aip timing is imlpmltant
fm the evaluation of TOM methodologies and it is possible to accommodate this also
The following discussion is directed at the analysis of the four stages of the classical
forecasting procedure and to investigate possibilities for TOM incmpmation

Trip Generation

The classic four stage forecast model begins with the process of generating aip migins
and destinations for all journeys to be made within a specified time period on the
aanspmt system. The journeys prodnced and attracted within the network may be for a
variety of purposes such as work, education, shopping and recreation It is usual
practice to divide the netwOIk in question up into sub-regions or zones, where
infmmation relating zonal characteristics is aggregated from household ataibutes and
socio-economic activity. It is ftom this aggregated data that the amount of trip
productions and attractions ar·e forecast fm the zone

Results from this stage of the forecasting procedure are heavily dependent upon the
nature of the social and demographic infmmation inputted.. The type and amount of
information collected relating to characteristics of the popUlation and land nse fm the
study region play an impmtant role in the accuracy of predictions made These
predictions relate to decisions made concerning the individuals' need to generate out
home trips fm various purposes

It is therefore important that TOM techniques applying to the trip generation phase
an association withthe potential traveller's need to create ajoUIney Travel
management within trip generation can influence the essential need to create
and the subsequent impact that it would have upon the netwmk For instance, if the
of shopping or wmk can be carried out from the placed of residence then the need to
physically travel out of the home can be eliminated
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In the process of selecting his/her destination it is assumed by the model that the
traveller would like to minimise the generalised costs associated with the journey
(Ortuzar and Willumsen, 1994) Costs incurred can be related to the time taken for
journey, the fuel used in travelling, parking charges, tolls and so on It is therefore
important that a trip distribution model be able to incorporate these and other possible
costs that may come as a result of a TDM scheme. With a cost sensitive distribution
model, the travellers' response to system constraints and deterrences can be re]ore:senlied,

Other techniqnes that could have incorporation as zonal descriptor variables rellat;ll. tr
trip attraction may include freight decentralisation strategies, park and ride facilities
parking controls
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home, the need for a worker to physically travel to the workplace can be elnnir'ated,
effectively removing the person trip from the model (ITE 1993) If a zone has
activity (such as work, education and shopping) transferred to telecornmuting the
zonal descriptor relating to a telecommuting TDM technique could reflect this n
descriptor may represent zonal levels of employment or educational enrolments
which telecommuting could be practiced With a correctly calibrated model it
therefore be possible to model different scenarios relating to the possibilities of
conducting activities from home

Following the generation of network trip ends the model shall then need to establish
pattern of travel for the study area This is done by the distribution of trips among
destinations, resulting in the construction of a trip matrix that represents person trips
created for the entire network

Trip Distribution

Singly and doubly constrained gravity models ar'e a popular methods of distributing
trips in the classical forecasting model with many resear·ch developments to support
including calibration techniques and software. They are also appropriate techniques
be used in a TDM modelling method as they include the influence of travel costs over
the distribution pattern The doubly constrained gravity model has the following
form:

Trips between zones i and}, (Tu) are derived flom productions (0,) and attractions
their corresponding coefficients (A, and B), and horn the cost function (j(C,)) The
function represents the travellers' response to costs incurred when making a network
journey, In this case it is represented by the combined exponential and power function
(3), as this gives a similar representation of a typical urban population of travellers
responding to journey travel costs.
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Ihe hierarchical or nesred logir model provides a suirable structure to represent the
travellers' decision in modal choice In addition to this it will allow the inclusion of
range ofproperties which affect rhe attractiveness or utility of each mode Ihis is ana
important factor when IDM parameters are to be represenred for the purpose of
evaluation by the traveller
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Figure 4 The Nested logit model

Figure 4 displays an example of a nested logit model that provides the traveller wirh a
range of mode options to select Each mode present in the model has an associated
utility funcrion rhat represenrs attributes of the mode in question Utilities for all modes
are included within a multinominallogit equation that determines the probability of rhe
mode being selected Ihis particular example is structured as sequence of binary
choices, as compared to one which would require a single choice to be made from a
of greater than two alternatives When the model is configured in such a manner,
problems associated with the independence of irrelevanr alternarives property of the
multinominallogit model ar'e avoided (Oppenheim, 1995)

Ihe utility of the alternatives is represented in the resulting modal choice, hence it is
possible to incorporate IDM parameters within the utility functions used in the
modelled decision making process Parameters that ar'e included will affect the overall
attractiveness of the mode with consequent effects on its share of trips,

An application of the hierarchical mode choice model is that associated with the
inclusion of a high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane within the network This technique
has been successfully used in the Unites States to model the use of a HOV lane on the
Shirley Highway in Washington DC, (US Department of I ransportation, 1994) The
aim of the modelling process was to distinguish between vehicles that could utilise the
HOV priority lanes, for later selective treatment in the assignment process
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Initially, the cordon zone is defined within the network, effectively dividing the links
into three categories:

(6)

(5)

(4)

x< Xo

r ql') [q(l) ] qlw) }
Z = min{L Jc.(x)dx+L fc,(x)dx+q(l)m, + L Jcw(x)dx

le 0 low 0

The model is then represented by the objective function

c=cJI+1-
q

)l C-q

l Xo x-xo )c=co 1+1--+1 2
I-xo (I-xo)

• Links (w) which lie wholly within a possible road pricing zone;
• Links (l) which cross the cordon line;
• Links (e) which remain wholly outside of the road pricing zone and do not cross the

cordon
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The objective function used here refers to a congestion function (c) which is the
relationship between the amount of traffic using a network element and the travel time
and delay incurred on that element One form of the congestion function is the modified
Davidson function (Tisato et al 1991), which exists as

Jewell's principle may be seen as a generalisation of the two Wardrop principles Ihis
principle states that the travel task should be accomplished in a fashion as to optimise
some economic objective" This may involve an individual or system wide travel time
minimisation (as with Wardrop' s first and second principles), or some other objective
which may involve the minimisation of fuels used or pollutants emitted.

From this we can obtain a family of equilibrium assignment models as described by
Taylor (1997) which represent various policy strategies for the network. An example
this is the equilibrium objective function relating to the Leeds model of cordon zone
pricing (May et al 1996).

where q represents flow volumes, x is the volume capacity ratio, Xo is a user selected
proportion (usually between 085 and 095) and J is an environmental parameter
reflecting road type, design standard and abutting land use development Ihe VaIaIneter
Co is the zero flow travel time

A type of congestion function presenting itself as an alternative to the Davidson
function is a time dependent congestion definition such as that derived by Akcelick
(1991) A function that is time dependent may be more accurate than the modified
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practical application of many of these The classic four stage model produces forec
of traffic volumes on road networks and is widely used and accepted by transport asts
planners, especially for use in sketch planning In this paper it has been demonstrated
that it is possible to incorporate paIameters in the classic four stage model for the
purpose of TDM technique analysis and evaluatiou Methods for the incorporation of
parameters to allow the evaluation ofTDM strategies are presented along with a

description of how they undertake the task
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